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Counting our successes!
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BRAKE LIGHT CLINIC INTAKE STEPS
¡ Have the person sign a waiver at the intake table. If the person
can’t make it to the table because of accessibility issues or
other reasons such as having children to take care of, bring the
waiver to them. Either way, make sure they sign in first.
¡ Give them a pamphlet and introduce yourself.
¡ Ask how they found out about the event.
¡ Listen/Organize
¡ When checking their lights:
1. Check tail lights (by turning on car’s lights)
2. Check both brake lights (tap on brakes)
3. Remember that tail lights and brake lights are often the
same bulb with two different filaments
4. Check each turn signal
5. Check reverse lights (put car in reverse, but do not move the
car)
6. Have the person hold any small parts you remove from the
car so they do not get lost
7. Keep the person engaged in an organizing conversation with
yourself and another organizer, but also communicate what
you are doing with their vehicle
¡ Return tools
¡ Ask if the person would like to sign up to volunteer at another
clinic or learn more about DSA, and have them sign up!

One Year Later:
Politics Front &
Center
N

ew Orleans DSA put out the first version of this guide only a
few months after we began hosting brake light clinics. We’ve
experimented a lot since then: different locations, different
leadership programs within the project, different ways of
approaching the work. But one thing has emerged as the most
vital part of this project: Keeping Politics Front and Center.
The genius of the brake light clinic is that you can’t escape its
politics. Even if you don’t talk about the high rate of murders by
police in Louisiana or relate the sheer terror of encounters with
any armed law enforcement official, conversations during this
mutual aid action remind people that even without the egregious
threat of physical violence, the way police approach a public safety
issue—simple, broken tail lights—is inherently economic violence.
In New Orleans, the fine for an Equipment Violation is $152.50. You
already know that many of our workers do not earn $15 an hour,
but even if they did, the cost of that ticket is more than a day’s
work. That’s losing the same amount as a week’s worth of groceries.
That is violence.
When we first started these clinics, it was hard to know how to
count our successes. Do we measure press coverage? How many
lights we’ve changed? How many supportive honks of passing
motorists we hear?
By keeping politics front and center, we’ve found our real answer.
After each of our clinics, the volunteers round up and go over
how the day went. The most crucial prompt: “Did anyone have any
really good organizing conversations?”
Good conversations come from trust and consistency. We’ve
strengthened ties to our community by hosting our clinics at the
same location each month, a location where many of our
members live. This shows our willingness to show up, to listen,
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and to commit. If we’re going to win a better world, we need to do
that on every level, every day.
Good luck, comrades. We believe in you.
-The New Orleans DSA Direct Service Committee

The Brake Light as
an Organizing Tool
The brake light clinic is an ideal organizing tool for chapters
because people come to DSA looking for the chance to do work
that makes a tangible difference in their communities. Clinics also
serve as a way for DSA chapters to build trust and ongoing
relationships with the working class.

HOW?
We feel the internal organizing opportunities for this project are
fairly clear. This project can provide chapters with a recurring
event, one with several roles that can be delegated to almost
any volunteer. For a small chapter, this is an opportunity to build
leadership skills for members, since different people should
coordinate supplies, volunteers, promotions, and day-of logistics.
Chapters looking to build their own clinics should make an effort
to explicitly build this structure of rotating leadership roles into
their plan.
The tools in this handbook provide resources to build the internal
capacity, skills, and leadership of your organization. The key roles
we’ve outlined here are clearly defined, and as your chapter hits
its stride, volunteers and organizers new to your chapter will find
the opportunity to take ownership themselves. This practice will
be more likely to keep those organizers satisfied and engaged, as
well as aware of other actions and events your chapter plans.
In fact, part of the work of creating this manual has been to break
us out of our automatic roles in our own organizing of the clinics.
Our supplies coordinator has been part of the New Orleans brake
light clinics since the very beginning, and while we appreciate and
4
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UNA MUESTRA EXONERACIÓN DE RESPONSABILIDAD
DE REPARACIÓN DE LUCES TRASERAS
Al recibir los servicios voluntarios de los participantes de
Gimme a Brake (Light)—en adelante denominado por su nombre
“Tunéame Las Luces” en español—organizado por los Socialistas
Democráticos de América (DSA) [nombre de sección], así
mismo, absuelvo, indemnizo y estoy de acuerdo de no hacer
responsables a DSA [nombre de sección], sus miembros,
concurrentes, voluntarios, directivos de y contra cualquier y toda
responsabilidad, daños, reclamaciones, pleitos, pérdidas, daños,
costes y gastos incluyendo los honorarios profesionales y legales
razonablemente ocasionados en relación con los mismos que
puedan surgir o derivarse de los servicios recibidos o por tales
servicios que puedan beneficiarme a mí aunque resulte, o no, en
su totalidad o en parte, de la negligencia o de actos de omisión de
los participantes del programa de Tunéame Las Luces.
Reconozco y acepto plenamente que el mantenimiento realizado en
el vehículo es proporcionado por voluntariados quienes podrían o
no estar capacitados en la reparación y mantenimiento de automóviles.
Esta exoneración de responsabilidad está pensada por las partes
para liberar todas las pérdidas, daños o perjuicios a la persona y
los bienes de
(dueñx del vehículo) así sean
directos o indirectos, conocidos o desconocidos, previstos o
imprevistos, o latentes o patentes que “dueñx del vehículo” pueda
tener contra el programa de Tunéame Las Luces o DSA [nombre
de sección]. Además, “dueñx del vehículo” entiende el significado
y la consecuencia de la intención especifica de liberar todas las
reclamaciones que pueda haber y asume la total responsabilidad
por daños, perjuicios, o pérdidas que “dueñx del vehículo” pueda
ocasionar de los servicios mencionados en el apartado anterior.
Convendrá además, yo por lo presente certifico que soy el dueñx
legal del vehículo al cual Tunéame Las Luces presta servicios
de reparación.
Nombre (letra de imprenta)
Dirección
Firma
Fecha
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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SAMPLE BRAKE LIGHT REPAIR WAIVER OF LIABILITY
In consideration for receipt of voluntary services from the participants of the Gimme a Brake (Light) Program organized by the
[chapter name] Democratic Socialists of America (DSA), I hereby
release and agree to indemnify [chapter name] DSA and hold
harmless, its members, attendees, volunteers, officers, agents and
assigns from and against any and all liability, claims, demands,
actions, damages, expenses and costs, including attorney’s fees,
court costs and loss of judgments of whatsoever kind and nature
which may result from or arise out of the services provided for
me or for such services which may benefit me whether or not
resulting, in whole or in part from the negligence or from acts or
omissions of participants in the Gimme a Brake (Light) Program.
I fully recognize and accept that the maintenance that is performed
on my vehicle is being provided by volunteers who may or may
not be trained in automobile repair/maintenance.
This release is intended by the parties to release all injuries,
damages, or losses to
(car owner's) person
and property, real or personal, whether known, unknown,
foreseen, unforeseen, patent or latent which “car owner” may
have against the Give Me a Brake (Light) Program or the [chapter
name] DSA. Furthermore, “car owner” understands the
significance and consequence of the specific intention to release
all claims, and hereby assumes full responsibility for any injuries,
damages, or losses that “car owner” may incur from the abovementioned services.
Additionally, I certify that I am the legal owner of the vehicle upon
which Give Me a Break (Light) is providing work.
Name
Address
Signature
Date
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Sample Brake Light Repair Waiver of Liability

rely on his expertise, we also want to be sure that knowledge is
shared and decentralized.

INTERNAL ORGANIZING STRUCTURE & POLITICAL EDUCATION
Brake light clinics are political agitation. They are an opportunity
for your chapter to build relationships and trust with your neighbors.
They are a space to have discussions about your personal experiences with police and listen to others’ stories.
We highly recommend you train volunteers to have organizing
conversations. Volunteers should think of themselves as organizers.
This centers the project around mutual aid instead of charity, and
explicitly ties this work to external organizing. Our chapter aims to
expand how we define and practice political agitation. Orienting
our brake light clinics around
political education is one simple
way we’ve found to achieve this.
Growing this project has also
had an impact on the way our
chapter views organizing overall.
As our Healthcare Committee
began to develop our Medicare
for All campaign, members
looked at how our Direct Service
Committee developed leadership
and structure around the brake
light clinic model, a recurring
project with canvassing and organizing conversations centered
around a concrete and tangible ask. As a result, our Healthcare
Committee created monthly health fairs that provide community
resources, team up with a local hospital to provide some basic
screenings, and give our neighbors tools to fight medical debt.
This is one of the ways in which we’ve been able to build an organizing framework in our chapter that supports both canvassing
for national campaigns and local mutual aid while demonstrating
how each can make the other stronger when grounded in a firm
political framework, collaborative chapter culture, and philosophy
of base-building.

Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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EXTERNAL ORGANIZING AND BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE (REPEAT EVENTS)

We recommend that your planning meetings include political
discussions about the roots and role of mutual aid in organizing
against state violence so that members understand the context in
which you do this work and see the political and mutual aid
components at the very center. It is important that brake light
clinics aren’t framed as charity. This includes how your project is
perceived by the community where you do this work. Instead, you
should be doing this project in a way
that builds dual power in your
community. This work should never
be transactional, and your chapter
should have conversations to ensure
that it doesn’t feel transactional
to neighbors whose brake lights
you change.

PUBLIC CONTACT:
[Chapter Name]
[Chapter Email]
[Chapter Website]
[Chapter Twitter Handle]

We can only speak to how our
chapter has conducted this work.
It is our impression that in New
Orleans we are able to do this work
in a way that is, and feels like, neighbors helping neighbors. There
are a number of reasons why this is the case. We were able to
find a good, central location to hold the clinic where many of
the organizers in our chapter live, and we also benefited from
the fact that New Orleans is still very much a city with strong
neighborhood identities. A lot of our work is centered around and
takes place in a couple of these neighborhoods in the center of
the city that have been hit hard by gentrification and disaster
capitalism. This makes them ideal locations for conducting mutual
aid projects.
We approached this work with some concerns about how to
effectively build a mutual aid project with our neighbors in a
context in which our organization does not truly reflect the
diversity of our community or the New Orleans working class.
We are a mostly white chapter organizing in a mostly black and
brown city. It is important that your chapter have a conversation
about the context in which you organize and decide what works
for you. We decided to hold regular, recurring clinics in the same
location. This emphasizes connection with our community and
6
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DSA MEMBERS CHANGE BRAKE LIGHTS FOR AREA RESIDENTS
NEXT CLINIC: [Date and Time of Clinic]
[Clinic Location]
Volunteers from the [Chapter Location] chapter of Democratic
Socialists of America will fix brake lights for area residents
completely free of charge on [Date]. This free event is the second
in a series of direct actions organized to benefit the greater
community.
On [Previous Date], [any note on weather or special conditions],
volunteers helped [Number] residents to replace their car’s tail
lights free of charge. This public service aims to help the most
vulnerable [Location] workers and residents to retain access to
reliable transportation, preventing unnecessary police stops,
expensive tickets and fines, and possible court appearances.
By reducing the opportunity for police stops that disproportionately affect vulnerable populations, the [Chapter Name] DSA
works for its vision of a more just, humane, and free society.
###
Read VICE’s Interview with New Orleans DSA member Kaitlin Marone
[URL: www.vice.com/en_us/article/xwwkaa/the-democraticsocialists-are-here-to-fix-your-brake-lights]
Photos of our previous event are attached and available for
press use.
PRESS CONTACT, NOT FOR PUBLICATION:
[Member Name and Phone Number]
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE (FIRST EVENT)
PUBLIC CONTACT:
[Chapter Name]
[Chapter Email]
[Chapter Website]
[Chapter Twitter Handle]

DSA MEMBERS OFFER FREE BRAKE LIGHT REPAIR
[Date and Time of Clinic]
[Clinic Location]
Volunteers from the [Chapter Location] chapter of Democratic
Socialists of America will be hosting a clinic to replace broken
brake lights for area residents free of charge. This public service
event aims to prevent unnecessary police stops, expensive tickets
and fines, and possible court appearances, to benefit the greater
community.
By reducing the opportunity for police stops that disproportionately
affect vulnerable populations, the [chapter location] DSA works
for its vision of a more just, humane, and free society.
###
PRESS CONTACT, NOT FOR PUBLICATION:
[Member Name and Phone Number]

reflects the ongoing nature of building dual power. We have had
neighbors come to a clinic and tell us they’ve heard about us from
a neighbor or a family member who’s had a brake light changed.
This illustrates what a project in the process of building a base
can look like and reminds us that we are part of this community.
When developing your own clinics, think about the ebb and flow
of life in your neighborhood. Think about how public space is
used. Is everyone hanging out on the porch in the evenings?
This might be a good time to canvass before your event and get
to know your neighbors more. One chapter realized that they
couldn’t hold clinics in their area without an organizer who speaks
Spanish, another held a clinic in a Muslim neighborhood and
didn’t have any neighbors show up to the clinic until after the
call to prayer because everyone was fasting. In New Orleans, we
are currently creating a schedule for future clinics around Mardi
Gras parades and festivals. It is important to organize around
and in consideration of the way that public space is used in your
neighborhood.

BASIC RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
At this point, the external organizing component of this work is
still fairly aspirational. We have not had a large number of neighbors
attend a clinic, have their brake lights changed, and then become
organizers themselves, although it has happened! But it is
important to practice the same organizing processes you would
in any other kind of organizing. The most important thing is to
have meaningful conversations and build relationships with your
neighbors. If you do this well, you will organically grow this project.
When you talk to neighbors who come to a clinic, involve them
in the work. Ask them if they want to see how to change a brake
light if they don’t know how. Let them know where to get the
cheapest lights (found elsewhere in this manual). Invite them to
volunteer at a future clinic. Don’t view recruitment as a success
metric for doing this work. View the organizing process, both
internally and externally, as the valuable component to connecting
this work to your neighborhood and your community.
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Chapters Personalizing their Clinics
Chattanooga passes out rose
air fresheners for volunteers.

MEDIA GUIDELINES
Engaging with media is not always in our best interest, especially
if they do not tell our story accurately or give more credibility to
detractors or opponents, so we should always interact with the
media on our own terms when possible. Even well-constructed
sentiments and responses to the media can be deconstructed and
misquoted to be used against us.

MEDIA INTERACTIONS AT YOUR CLINIC
+ Designate a media spokesperson, and identify them to volunteers.
+ Respond to any requests politely, ask for name, contact info,
Detroit keeps washer fluid at clinics.

and credentials.

+ State that we all have jobs to do, and you’ll find the appropriate
person to either provide a brief comment OR respond later on.

+ Discreetly let day-of coordinators and volunteers know a media
Fresno offered free car washes
and windshield inspections.

Omaha created a zine as a reward
for its fundraising campaign.

representative is there.
+ In the absence of a media spokesperson, invite them to observe
the clinic (offer water) and say that we’ll respond at a later time.
+ If possible, provide responses in writing, where we can more
carefully control messaging.
+ Few, if any people other than the media spokesperson should
talk to media.
+ Nothing is “off the record.” Never say anything you wouldn’t
want to hear on TV or read in the news.
+ Avoid saying, “No comment.” Stick to the script and explain our
need to stay engaged with the community during the event.

ENGAGE, DON’T RAGE
Asheville and Albuquerque both
had successful fundraiser nights
with politically like-minded bands.

Stay connected to the message of solidarity, not the knucklehead
trying to rattle your cage (this includes counter-protesters and
cops). Brainstorm some one-line responses to summarize what
we’re doing that can’t be further dissected into sound bites or
misquoted by the media:

• “We are out here helping people get their vehicles back in full
working order [so they can go about their lives].”

In New Orleans we hand out
bumper stickers that read, “a
socialist fixed my brake light”.
8

• “We are reaching out to support those in our community.”
• “We believe that traffic stops and fines for simple issues like
brake lights can be burdensome and even dangerous to the
most vulnerable members of our community.”
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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Remind the person that the opposition may take negative and/
or positive measures to dissuade them from organizing. Negative
measures include disciplinary actions and termination, positive
measures include bribes such as guaranteeing raises to certain
workers or giving everybody an extra shift drink.
Helping the person understand their legal rights, the direct
actions that can be taken among organizers, and the ulterior
motives of the opposition will prepare them to deal with positive
and negative measures.
Leadership Identification
It’s important to understand the informal interpersonal landscape
of a community or workplace, and identify organic leaders who
can make or break struggles and campaigns. Therefore you want
to ask the person who they respect in the workplace or community,
and how to get in touch with that person. You can also ask about
gathering spots likes parks or bars where you might be able to
have more conversations.
Examples of leadership identification:

•
•
•
•

Who do you trust [in the neighborhood, at work]?
Who do you go to when you have a question or a problem?
Where do people congregate [after work, in the community]?
Who watches peoples’ kids for them when they go to work?

FOLLOWING UP
At the end of a successful organizing conversation, you want to
get the person to become active in the campaign in some way.
Try to plug the person into concrete activity by asking the person
to perform a simple, easily achievable task. For example, ask the
person to talk to some of their neighbors and report back to you.
It’s best to be as detailed as possible in making follow-up plans.
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Organizing at Your
Brake Light Clinic
Note: We use this section as part of our volunteer training to get
everyone on the same page before the brake light clinic itself. Our
Political Education Committee has provided an expanded primer
on how to have organizing conversations. It’s included in the
Appendix of this manual.

A

s a volunteer at the at a brake light clinic, your role is more
than just being an amateur mechanic. We want to actively
engage with the neighbors we serve to create a meaningful
connection based on the political heart of the clinic. This is
primarily achieved through intentional organizing conversations
and supplemented with printed literature like our Why Change
Brake Lights? tri-fold brochure.
A good organizing conversation should involve the organizers
listening 70% of the time and talking 30% of the time. Successful
organizing depends on building real relationships based on
mutual accountability, integrity and respect.
Developing a personal narrative based on your experiences is key
to connecting with other people around shared material interests.
When discussing the brake light clinics with people, we can talk
about times we’ve been pulled over by the police, or had friends
or family involved in traffic stops. The personal narrative helps
root our activity in real experiences that people can relate to and
opens the door for them to share their own stories and concerns.

INTRODUCE YOURSELF
When you’re sent to change someone’s light, introduce yourself
in a friendly and confident way. Ask their name and remember it.
Make eye contact. Give the option of showing them how to change
the brake light while you do it.

Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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ASK OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS
This can be done while you’re changing the light or after, depending
on how comfortable you are with doing both. Alternately, you
could do this while another volunteer is changing the brake light.
We have found that having two volunteers per car can ensure that
a productive conversation takes place. Asking open ended questions
will give the person you’re talking to a chance to open up about
their personal experiences with police and the criminal justice
system. Some questions could include:

• What have your experiences with traffic stops been like?
• How have interactions with police affected your life or your

friends and family?
• How did you know you had a brake light out? Did it worry you?

AGITATION
This builds on the conversations you’ve had around the openended questions. The goal is to fire people up about injustice and
get them ready to take action. You can ask questions like:

• How does knowing something as small as having a brake light
out could have major consequences affect your life? Does
this stress you out?
• Why is it a crime to have a brake light out?
• Why do you think traffic cops carry guns? Why do we have to
face the potential for police violence just because of a minor
traffic violation?
• Is it fair that just being too busy to fix a brake light could
lead to serious legal consequences? Do you think this kind of
enforcement is applied equally?

CALLING THE QUESTION
We want to move people from agitation to action, and we can do
this by asking them to take specific next steps:

• Would you like to be trained to volunteer at a brake light clinic?
• Would you like to canvass your neighbors before next
month’s clinic?

• Are you willing to talk to your friends and family about
state violence?

10
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• Do you think the CEO of Sodexo has to worry about being

able to afford their children’s medical bills?
• Do you think they have to deal with potholes like this in more
affluent areas? Why does the city fix their potholes but not ours?
Calling the Question
Once the person has been agitated, it’s time to ask if they’re
ready to do something about it. You’re trying to convince the
person to take the next step toward action.
Examples of calling the question:

• Are you ready to stand with your coworkers to fight for

better wages?
• Are you ready to stand with your neighbors to go to City Hall
and fight to get your streets fixed?
• Are you ready to stand with millions of uninsured and underinsured working Louisianans to fight for Medicare for All?
If people say no when you call the question, go back and remind
them of their issues and why they’re important.
Inoculation
The purpose of inoculation is to get the person to anticipate and
defuse arguments and excuses for not taking action. Inevitably
the person will encounter these from the opposition or from
coworkers or neighbors who say they’re wasting their time or that
their efforts are futile. Basically, inoculation is about acknowledging
the haters, and preparing the person for what the haters might
say or do.
Examples of inoculation:

• Some people are going to say that we can’t win this fight, but

[here are some examples of successful campaigns].
• The development company says that if they don’t gentrify our
neighborhood, we’ll lose all our jobs and the local economy
will collapse. [Explain the arguments of the opposition and
why those arguments are false.]
• The politicians and pharmaceutical companies say we simply
can’t afford to give everyone health insurance.
• What do you think your boss is going to do when they hear
that you’re organizing a union?
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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MECHANICS OF AN EFFECTIVE ORGANIZING CONVERSATION

FOLLOW UP

Introduction

We have volunteer sign up sheets so that folks can give us their
contact information. Let people who have signed up to volunteer
in the future know that we will contact them within the next few
days just to confirm their interest and give details about training
for the next clinic. If at all possible, have the volunteer who
changed the person’s light and/or had a conversation with them
undertake the follow up.

State your name and organizational affiliation. Introduce yourself
in a way that connects you with the person—e.g. neighbor,
coworker, etc. In other words tell people who you’re with and why
you’re out talking to them. Be confident and make eye contact.
Open-ended questions
An open-ended question is a question that cannot be answered
with a simple yes or no, but that requires people to open up about
their experiences and issues. On the other hand, a closed question
is a question that shuts the conversation down.
Questions can be specifically oriented to the context, but it’s often
worth keeping it loose enough to discover unforeseen issues
people may have. These issues are often hyper-local and can only
become known by talking to people.
Examples of open-ended questions:

•
•
•
•
•

How does [x, y, z] impact your life?
How do you feel about development in your neighborhood?
What’s your experience been like with your insurance provider?
What’s your experience been with the NOPD?
How would it impact your [family, children, grandchildren,
etc.] if you got [a raise, paid vacation, affordable healthcare,
cheaper rent, etc.]?
• What happens if we don’t stand up and fight?
• If you could change one thing about your [workplace,
neighborhood, city, etc], what would it be?
Agitation
Drawing from the conversation generated by open-ended questions,
fire the person up about the injustices of [the state of affairs].
Example agitation questions:

• Is [this state of affairs] [fair, right, just]?
• Do you think the [boss, mayor, wealthy people] has to deal

with [this state of affairs]?
• The CEO of Sodexo makes 50 times what you make per week.
Do you think they work 50 times harder than you? Is that right?
30
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Choosing a Venue
F

inding a location for your clinic is likely to be the most challenging part of planning. Depending on where you organize,
you might find that people are hesitant to agree to host your
clinic because of political fear or liability concerns. We have had
numerous organizers tell us that they originally secured one
location, only to have that location back out at the last moment.
It may be frustrating, but remember: you are concentrating on
building relationships in your community, which always serves
your organizing. Be tenacious and patient. It will get easier.
While there are attributes you will want in your venue, the most
important thing is to have a quality relationship with the people
who manage the site where you work.
In New Orleans, our first locations were parking lots near sites
where chapter members had jobs or in church parking lots (if you
aren’t sure where to start, Unitarian Universalist churches are a
good bet). We were careful to not use the name of any business
or entity that hadn’t given us explicit permission on our flyers
or social media. Instead, we advertised the closest intersection.
Sometimes you have to be creative. When we chose a final site for
our recurring clinics, it was at a small park near a café where one
of our members worked.
Ideally, the neighborhood around your clinic will have at least one
high-traffic intersection so that volunteers can wave signs and
direct people to the venue. It’s also convenient to be near an auto
parts store in case you come across a bulb or part that is not in
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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your supplies. We do have a number of tents for shade, but it’s
nice to have tree cover so no one is baking in the sun all day.
You want enough space to work on up to ten cars at a time, or at
least have a venue where people can comfortably park while they
wait. If they do have to wait, try to get them out of the car to visit
the table and talk.
We usually designate one table for signing waivers and literature,
then have the tools on a separate table. We have lots of red tablecloths and flags to make the event visible from the street.
At least one YDSA chapter changes brake lights on demand—
allowing neighbors to send a text or email to request a volunteer
come by to fix it. This is an option your chapter can explore while
still searching for your venue.

Brake Light Clinic
Roles & Duties
E

ach month at a Direct Service Committee meeting, we
designate who is available to take on certain roles to facilitate
the success of our next brake light clinic. This gives each person
a month or so of lead time to make sure they can fully prepare.
At this point in our evolution, we strive to have a different person
take on each coordinator role each month so that no one feels
locked into a certain role and multiple people in the chapter can
learn the skills and take turns leading. This ensures that we can
plan and fully staff brake light clinics no matter who is available
or if scheduling circumstances prevent some members from
participating.

INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZING CONVERSATIONS

Prepared by the New Orleans DSA Political Education Committee

YOU ARE THE ORGANIZER
General Points
With training, practice, commitment, and patience, anyone
can learn to be an effective organizer in the workplace, in the
community, or in support of a political campaign.
Although a lot of organizers “talk” at people, few actually listen
to them. A good organizing conversation should be 70% listening
and 30% talking.
Successful organizing relies on building real relationships with
people. Integrity, mutual accountability, and face-to-face interactions
are basic preconditions for any functional human relationship.
Your Personal Narrative
Developing a personal narrative based on your lived experiences
[as a worker, a member of the community, a socialist, etc.] is key
to your ability to connect with other people around shared interests.
Your personal narrative can be tailored to different campaigns.
For example, if you’re canvassing for Medicare for All, you could
talk specifically about your personal experiences with the healthcare system that most people can relate to.
Your personal narrative should answer these basic questions as
concretely as possible: 1) Why are you out here talking to me?
2) Why are you fighting for [x, y, z]?
The Socialist as Organizer

SUPPLY COORDINATOR

Additionally, you may want to develop a succinct personal narrative
that explains how you became a socialist, what socialism means
to you, etc. Doing so will be an effective way of defusing negative
reactions and clarifying misconceptions that may arise around
the word “socialism.”

The Supply Coordinator arranges the collection of all tools,
bulbs, and supplies [see a full list in the “Supplies” section of
this manual], and plans who will transport the supplies to the
venue. They will also keep track of all supplies during the event
and arrange for last-minute additions. After the clinic, the Supply

While we should be proud and open about our politics, the
ideological aspect isn’t particularly relevant to either your
personal narrative or the initial conversations you’ll be having
with people. It’s best to keep the discussion as concrete as
possible, focusing on the particular struggle at hand.

12
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Appendix
P

lease use these additional resources to set up or improve your
clinic. Please keep in mind that these items were originally
composed specifically for the New Orleans DSA, and you may
need to modify them to meet your chapter's own needs.
Print-ready versions of forms, liability waivers, graphic files, and
our Why Fix Brake Lights? tri-fold brochure can be found at
www.dsaneworleans.org/gabl-diy or at the URLs listed below.
Not seeing something you think would be helpful? Have other
suggestions or your own twist on a concept you'd like to share?
Email us at directservice@dsaneworleans.org!

Contents
Introduction to Organizing Conversations ...................................................29
www.dsaneworleans.org/introtoorg
Media Guidelines........................................................................................................... 33
www.dsaneworleans.org/mediaguide
Press Release Template (First Event) ..............................................................34
www.dsaneworleans.org/pressrelease1
Press Release Template (Repeat Events) ...................................................... 35
www.dsaneworleans.org/pressrelease2
Sample Brake Light Repair Waiver of Liability .........................................36
www.dsaneworleans.org/gablwaiver-eng
Una Muestra Exoneración de Responsabilidad de Reparación
de Luces Traseras ........................................................................................................ 37
www.dsaneworleans.org/gablwaiver-esp
Brake Light Clinic Intake Steps ............................................................................ 38
www.dsaneworleans.org/gablintake
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Coordinator should account for all the supplies and direct where
they are to be stored afterward and make notes on new bulbs or
tools that need to be obtained before the next clinic.

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
This person recruits day-of volunteers well in advance of the
clinic and keeps them updated on important information ahead of
time. This person also runs the volunteer training session a week
ahead of the clinic and follows up with volunteers after the clinic.
We have found that this timeline works best for our chapter:
Two to three weeks before the clinic:
Double check dates, times, and locations of the clinic and
begin recruiting volunteers. In our chapter, we request
that our Communications Committee make social media
posts with the date of the next clinic that asks for volunteers.
We make a similar call to action in the general thread of
our internal slack, and email previous volunteers (we keep
an updated spreadsheet of all previous volunteers).
We have found Google documents to be very useful for us
as we plan our recurring events. You can make a Google
Form with different fields for potential volunteers to enter
their information and the level of commitment they are
interested in providing and export it to a Google Sheet for
easy access. We include the link to this Google Form in all
our calls for volunteers.
One week before clinic:
The coordinator prepares materials like turf maps and
handbills for canvassing, if your chapter is planning to do
so in the neighborhood around your venue before or
during the clinic. The coordinator also arranges for flyers
to be dropped or posted at businesses around the venue
before the clinic.
The coordinator leads a volunteer training session to
familiarize new day-of volunteers about the reason behind
the brake light clinic, ways to have organizing conversations
with neighbors, and learn how to assess and change
broken bulbs. In our chapter we typically print out and
discuss the same information provided in the “Organizing
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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at the Brake Light Clinic” section of this manual as well as
the Brake Light Intake Steps in the Appendix.
Day of the clinic:
The coordinator brings or makes sure another coordinator
is bringing the contact information forms for any neighbor
who is interested in volunteering at future clinics AND
a sign-in sheet for day-of volunteers. The coordinator
should introduce new volunteers to the day-of organizers
and make them feel generally welcome and appreciated.
One week after the clinic:

This is a discussion you should have with your chapter, those you
partner with and those you intend to serve, based on your local
situation. Remember that the goal is to reduce state violence
opportunities while building stronger ties with your local community
as organizers – and we can’t do that if we’re not sensitive to the
potential dangers.
If you’re not sure what your conditions on the ground are, find
some neighbors and activists in your community who do and
seek out coalition and learning from those with the experience.
Building a better world starts with protecting each other.

We strive to have timely and meaningful follow up after
each clinic. The coordinator should send thank you
messages through any channel to volunteers who
participated, especially new volunteers. The coordinator
should add new volunteers to the master spreadsheet for
future reference. If any neighbor filled out contact
information and expressed interest in finding out more
about DSA or organizing with us in the future, we try to
have the day-of volunteer who worked on their car or had
a conversation with them follow up by phone, text, or
email. Also, make sure their contact information is added
to any appropriate chapter mailing lists.

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
The Communications Coordinator is the point person for all external
communication materials and supplies all necessary printed
materials. In our chapter, this often overlaps with the Project
Coordinator role. This person should be responsible for writing
and sending out press releases, making social media posts (or
providing detailed information to your chapter’s communications
committee), print out sufficient copies of the liability waivers and
volunteer sign-up sheets, design and print out promotional flyers
and informational brochures, and organize the creation of large
signs to wave or place around the venue (our chapter has had a
series of sign-making parties for this purpose).
The coordinator should also plan to be or designate someone else
to be a day-of press agent who will be the spokesperson for any
media contact during the clinic and take photos for posting on
14
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privately owned, owners may have concerns about insurance.
Property owners (and at times, residents or managers) can be
liable (legally and monetarily responsible) for accidents and
injuries that occur on their property, whether or not they directly
caused these accidents or injuries. Property owners often have
an insurance policy that pays the costs of damages arising
from bodily injury and property damage coverage related to
their premises. However, these policies have the potential to be
unusable when damages arise from an excluded area of coverage,
such as unauthorized personnel using the premises or hosting
activities outside of the property’s normal scope of activities.
Laws about premises liability vary state to state, but you can
address concerns of venue operators by explaining that the event
activities in more detail to show that they are fairly low-risk and
that volunteers have been trained to perform this work safely. You
can even offer to add the venue or property owner’s name to the
waiver of liability that participants sign (ask a lawyer to do this).
If liability concerns are persistent, we have found that churches
and community spaces are often more friendly to hosting an
event like the brake light clinic.
And finally, we recommend adhering to the above safety practices
that will not only protect volunteers and community members, but
can also help to alleviate concerns of potential hosts.

POLICE
Some chapters have had zero interaction with the police, and
others have felt targeted. Because we are interacting with populations that are at great risk of police violence, it is crucial to be
sensitive to your own community.
In New Orleans, the municipal police force is still operating under
the terms of a Justice Department consent decree, and the areas
where motorists are at the highest risk of a pretextual stop are
short drives outside city limits, including Gretna, Louisiana,
which has the dubious honor of being the arrest capital of the
United States.
In any case, a dozen clinics later, we’ve never had a police
interaction, period. On the other hand, we know of at least one
clinic in Charlotte that was shut down by a City of Charlotte Code
Enforcement Officer.
26
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social media. We suggest that you not rely on your press agent to
also do brake light changing or sign-waving tasks so that they
can always be available. Often a press agent will sit at our intake
table for conversations with neighbors. See Suggested Media
Guidelines in the Appendix.

PROJECT COORDINATOR
The Project Coordinator keeps the team on task with friendly
reminders and ensures the other coordinators have all the
supplies that they need or know where and how to obtain them.
Most of the work the Project Coordinator does is done ahead of
the clinic and can be done remotely. In our chapter, the Project
Coordinator is someone who has access to our committee’s
Google Drive and can share documents, forms, checklists, etc.
with other members who do not have administrative access.
The coordinator should also maintain good communication with
the individuals who manage the venue and try to anticipate any
needs or conflicts during the clinic preparation process. This
person may also be involved in budgeting, maintaining records of
spending on supplies, and following up on any reimbursements
that need to happen after the clinic.

DAY-OF ORGANIZERS
We designate two people to provide day-of supervision, encouragement, and accountability. Generally these people already have
experience from working at least one prior brake light clinic and
can facilitate operations all day. They can work closely with the
volunteer coordinator to make sure no neighbor or task is being
overlooked. Day-of Organizers undertake the venue set up,
introduce volunteers to each other and to the coordinators, gauge
skills and areas of interest for each volunteer, and go through a
quick briefing before the clinic starts to make sure everyone is
familiar with where everything is and how the day will go.
Day-of Organizers should be mindful of the entire clinic as best
they can and willing to direct volunteers toward neighbors or
tasks that aren’t being undertaken. They should also make sure
that all sign-waving locations are staffed and keep track of how
long sign-holders have been at a location. It is important to keep
sign-holders rotating so they stay hydrated and don’t feel too
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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isolated from the rest of the clinic. You can stay in touch with
them via text or walkie-talkie, or just send a volunteer to relieve
sign-holders at scheduled times.

found that they are no match for a busy intersection with plenty
of sign-wavers spread out to alert people to the clinic the day of
the event.

At the end of the clinic, Day-of Organizers lead a debriefing circle
with the volunteers (usually after breaking down all the tables
and cleaning the venue up). Have one Day-of Organizer take notes
on the discussion (or delegate this task). Get feedback on what
worked and what didn’t during the day, as well as any interesting
conversations or anecdotes about policing or socialism that
volunteers had. The goal is to learn from everyone’s experience
and build a better brake light clinic next time.

We also purchased some multi-pocket waist aprons (in red, natch)
so that our sign-wavers who are standing at busy intersections
can quickly pass motorists a handbill with the location and hours
of our clinic.

DAY-OF VOLUNTEER ROLES
Brake light changers ideally work in pairs and do the actual grunt
work and attempt to have a good organizing conversation with
their neighbors.
Sign-holders wave large signs both offsite and onsite to draw
motorists’ attention to the clinic. We supply sign-holders with
handbills and our Why Change Brake Lights? brochure for them to
distribute to anyone who might just want some information.
Make sure people know that they are not obligated to wave signs
for any length of time and to know their limits. When you thank
volunteers, make sure to really give it up for sign holders because
it is one of the least fun jobs but has some of the biggest impact
on the clinic’s success.
Intake/front table volunteers are posted at the front table area
and assist car owners are signing liability waivers and/or neighbors
who to sign up for emails or future volunteering. They hand out
any pamphlets or printed information we gathered, and answer
questions from any passers-by. They are often the same volunteers
offering people food and drinks and have good opportunities to
start discussions about policing, mass incarceration, and the
fundamentals of socialism.
Child supervisors are not always necessary, but it’s a good idea to
know who may be interested in stepping up if a need arises.
Always use discretion and ask permission from parents when
doing things like offering snacks or drinks to kids.

16
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DEBRIEF
During your post-clinic debrief, ask all the volunteers if they
received any feedback on how the neighbors they worked with
heard about your clinic. Evaluate what you think worked and
didn’t work and build on what makes the most sense for your
chapter moving forward.

Safety &
Precaution
BASIC SAFETY AT YOUR CLINIC
• Ask people to engage their emergency brake before you
•

•
•
•
•

perform work on their vehicle.
When standing behind a vehicle to check the lights, stand
slightly to the left or right (but not directly behind) and put at
least six feet between the car and yourself. This will allow you
to step out of the way of the vehicle if it moves unexpectedly.
Turn off the vehicle when you are performing a brake light
change or other work.
Wear gloves when working on vehicles (especially if
volunteers are performing work on headlights).
Include a first aid kit in your supplies.
Keep an eye on small children at all times.

INSURANCE AND LIABILITY
Premises liability is an issue that may arise when trying to
secure a venue. If you are seeking to use a location that is
Gimme A Brake Light Manual 2019
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SOCIAL MEDIA
We recommend creating a Facebook event page through your
DSA page and encourage everyone involved in the clinic to invite
people they think would be interested in the event and especially
people interested in sharing the event to an audience you may
not immediately reach. We’ve had major success sharing the
Facebook event in pages devoted to free activities in our city. We
do this once about a week in advance of the clinic and once on
the morning of the clinic.
The same strategies can and should be duplicated over other
platforms like Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, etc. by both the chapter’s official accounts and willing members’ personal accounts.

Set up and break down workers are typically the same people
doing other tasks throughout the day. Try to ensure that you have
enough people for both. We typically invite day-of volunteers to
come early for set up and plan to leave midway through the event
or vice versa, though of course everyone is invited to participate
as much or as little as they are able.
Canvassers promote the event similar to sign-holders, and should
be treated similarly when timing and the number of volunteers
align. Don’t start too early in the day (so neighbors can wake up),
and make sure canvassers are supplied with sign-up forms,
clipboards, turf maps, and any informational flyers you have.
Supply runners aren’t always necessary, but it’s helpful to have
someone with a car who can make runs to hardware shops, auto
parts stores, or the grocery for any supplies that run out.

FLYER DROPS
We drop flyers and our Why Change Brake Lights? brochure in
nearby businesses like laundromats, gas stations, and barber
shops the week before the clinic. We even once left flyers in an
Auto Zone! We’ve found that these drops are more successful
than posting on telephone poles. It also provides additional
opportunities to have conversations about policing when speaking
with workers in these businesses and asking permission to leave
materials behind. Also remember to consider any community
bulletin boards in coffee shops, record stores, libraries, etc.

DAY-OF PROMOTION
While we absolutely recommend combining these promotional
tactics (especially for getting new clinics off the ground), we’ve
24
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Brake Light Bulbs
& Supplies
T

he Supply Coordinator ensures that organizers have everything
they need for a successful clinic: tools, brake lights, refreshments, snacks, and furniture. This includes ordering bulbs and any
necessary equipment in advance as well as coordinating organizers
to bring supplies for day-of like tables, chairs, etc. At New Orleans
DSA, our day-of supply list includes:
Furniture & Comfort Stations
3 tents
3 tables
6 chairs
2 coolers, ice
Water, seltzer, sports drinks
Snacks

DSA flags and banners
Stand alone event signage
Hand held event signage
Trash bags
Paper towels
Activities for children

Tools
4 each Phillips and flathead
screwdrivers (minimum)
1 full socket wrench set
(minimum)
Crescent wrenches
Needle nose pliers

Set of vinyl pry tools
Red and clear light tape
Duct tape (it comes in handy!)
Brake lights
Fuses
Gloves and/or hand sanitizer

Intake Table
Pens
Scissors
Clipboards
Volunteer identification
buttons and/or nametags
Forms: liability waivers,
follow-up contact info sheets,
volunteer sign in
18
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Paperweights
DSA literature: Why Change
Brake Lights? tri-fold brochure,
flyers with future clinic dates,
info about upcoming chapter
events or actions
Coalition partner literature
(relevant to state violence)
Donation jar

• The community news editor, the crime editor, staff writers

who cover local politics and crime, and general assignment
reporters of both major daily newspapers
• The email addresses various outlets provide for general “send
us your press release”/ “submit your event listing” purposes
We also sent our press release to people who are not journalists
but who might potentially feel solidarity with our mission. This
included a popular radio DJ with a magnetic social media
presence, contacts at social justice nonprofits and community
centers, local playwrights, actors, emcees, activists, freelancers
and photojournalists. All in all, our list of contacts was 60 people.
Send out your press release at least two weeks before your event!
If you are planning more than one clinic, you should include all of
the dates in your initial press release then follow up with fresh
reminders about two weeks before each event. You will want to
copy and paste the press release directly into the body of an
email. Be sure you BCC your contact list into the email instead of
adding them all into the TO or CC field.
Our chapter chose to keep the press release simple and straight
to the point: who, what, when, where, and why. While we mentioned
the goal of helping people avoid traffic stops, we didn’t get too
detailed about our political ideology. If your brake light clinic
appears to be simple community service, you may gain more
access to media outlets than if
you go all-in on the politics.
Your strategy could be different,
but in Louisiana this was a necessary choice.
Just a note: Don’t expect replies.
Media outlets receive hundreds of
press releases every day. There
is no need to resend releases
unless you have a totally awesome
success to brag about or are two
weeks away from another clinic.
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Promoting Your
Brake Light Clinic
T

his section is primarily aimed at chapters who are just beginning
to plan their own brake light clinic. Since the release of our
first manual in 2017, many established chapters have created
their own brake light programs. They may already have a crack
communications team or know the media and promotions landscape
of their community. See Suggested Media Guidelines in the Appendix.

CREATING A PRESS LIST AND PRESS RELEASE
The first step is to try to identify all media outlets in your metro
area. In New Orleans, we have two major metropolitan newspapers,
an alt-weekly and two alt-monthlies, a number of music
magazines, a few online-only media outlets, and two black-or
multicultural-identified newspapers. Then of course there are local
television stations, community and college radio stations, and
locally produced podcasts.
It’s important to remember that your local media world may be
much, much bigger than the outlets you and your fellow members
consume. If you want the greatest possible outreach for your
event, do not assume that you know the landscape already or that
only the largest and most popular outlets are the best places for
promotion. It will take some research to identify all the possible
outlets. We recommend finding a member in your chapter who
has at least some relationships with the press, or who reads
widely and is familiar with local journalists and what beats they
tend to cover, and someone who has many community relationships.
Once you have identified your outlets, make a list of contacts for
them. You want to send the release widely, but there is no need
to send it to every single person who works at the organization.
Here’s a breakdown of what our initial list looked like:

ORDERING BRAKE LIGHT BULBS
Purchasing single bulbs from auto parts stores gets expensive.
Instead, use a direct-to-consumer website like RockAuto.com to
order your bulbs at a lower cost. Order a couple of weeks in
advance to account for shipping. Bulbs that might cost $3-$6 at
the store should cost less than a dollar apiece online.
We culled data from four separate clinics to get a representative
sample of the most popular bulb types, but this list is still likely to
vary depending on your geography. We hope, however, that it will
get you started.

Bulb Model #

Quantity Used

3057

40

7443

24

2057

17

1156

16

168

14

1157

10

3157

9

194

8

3156

6

921

5

7440

4

7528

2

7506

2

1157NA

1

5007

1

7440A

1

912

0

• The editor at an investigative journalism website
• Two staff writers at our alt-weekly who regularly report on
politics, protests, and activist events
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TAIL LIGHTS VS. BRAKE LIGHTS
You’ll notice we use the term brake light as a catch-all. That’s
because brake lights and tail lights are often the same bulb, using
a dual filament for its respective purposes. Running lights on the
back of the car generally use the same bulb types as well. Reverse
signal lights, turn signals, license plate bulbs, headlights: if they’re
out, we try to fix them, even if they aren’t technically brake lights.

IF THEY SIT, THEY FIT
Sometimes a car will call for an obscure brake light model that
you don’t have on hand, or you’ll even find a car with two different
tail light model numbers when you pull them from the vehicle.
This is OK. You’ll find there are a few bulb models similar enough
to be compatible with the mount. Generally, if the bulb works, the
bulb works; just make sure it is secure inside the mount. It may
not be technically correct, but it works in a pinch and serves your
purpose. Don’t force it, though. This only applies to easy fits.

Budgeting &
Fundraising

OTHER BULBS (HEADLIGHTS, LICENSE PLATE LIGHTS, ETC.)

W

We tend to order at least some smaller bulbs (they are represented
in the list above) because we also will change license plate
lights as well as middle strip brake lights on cars, which often
take tinier bulbs.

There’s no one right way to raise money for a project, but here are
a few ways ours and other chapters alone or with other efforts to
help get their brake light clinics off the ground:

We will also change headlights if someone asks and has an available headlight. We do not advertise changing headlights because
depending on the car model, the work can be either very hard or
very easy, and headlights are considerably more expensive per
part than brake light bulbs.
Our view is that if we can fix something that can prevent a stop
(or just make a neighbor’s life easier), we’ll try, but we try to be
strategic in terms of our resources and skills at our disposal. At
base, these clinics should be lean and efficient operations.

LEDS
Newer cars and trucks often have an LED light strip as the middle
brake light bank. If these are out, it usually requires a whole new
board, which is often beyond our capacity to provide or fix.
The one thing you can do is check to see if a new fuse fixes the
problem, but otherwise, we just can’t do anything about these.
20
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e spent about $450 for our first clinic, including purchasing
some permanent supplies for future events. Our continuing
costs have been about $120 per clinic for food, snacks, and
replacement bulbs.

•
•
•
•
•

Crowdfunding through YouCaring, GoFundMe, etc.
Local comedy showcases
Local music shows
Portion of local dues that go to the project’s committee
Seed funding from chapter’s general account

We’re sure you’ll have your own ideas particular to your membership,
location, and resources.
We initially didn’t think to have a tip jar, but enough of our neighbors asked to give us a few bucks here and there that we started
setting one out at our intake table. On average, we receive between
$30-70 in tips per clinic depending on the volume of cars, which
greatly defrays the operating cost of any particular clinic. These
tips have come not only from motorists but people walking by and
giving in solidarity. We’re not in the proverbial black–nor is that
our aim–but it helps make the project easier to sustain.
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